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Aiming at the problem of secondary pollution of waters due to the difculty of controlling the dosage of purifers in the treatment
of internal combustion engine pollution, a partial diferential equation (referred to as PDE) constrained optimization algorithm
based on l1-norm is proposed. Te algorithm frst converts the internal combustion engine control model of the scavenger dose
into a constrained optimization problem with a l1-penalty term. Secondly, it introduces a dose constraint condition based on PDE
and uses the inherent property of Moreau-Yosida regularization to establish a smooth minimization function. Finally, the
semismooth Newton method is used to iteratively fnd the optimal solution. Te results of the comparison experiment show that
the algorithm in this paper has a great improvement in the results of Newton step number and dose area percentage.

1. Introduction

In recent years, behind the rapid development of the marine
economy, the state of the marine environment is not op-
timistic, and it is facing unprecedented challenge, and
seawater pollution is the most important manifestation of
marine environmental pollution [1]. Seawater pollutants
have many species, a wide range of pollution, and a large
impact efect, which has attracted more and more attention
at home and abroad. Terefore, researching the optimal
dosage of purifers is the top priority in the treatment and
control of internal combustion engine pollution, which is of
great signifcance for the protection of the marine ecological
environment and the safe management of water
resources [2].

Owing to realize the pollution-free management of the
ocean, Lavaei and Lavaei et al. [3] proposed a comprehensive
analysis method based on neural network and genetic al-
gorithm. Te algorithm can calculate the concentration of
pollutants in diferent times and does not require the use of
complex mathematical formulas. However, it only plays
a role in local water pollution and cannot solve the large-
scale pollution problem. In order to expand the scope of
purifcation, Rivard et al. [4] combined the fnite element

algorithm and the optimal control theory into an optimal
control analysis method suitable for water pollution. Te
method efectively controls the concentration of pollutants
in water by adjusting the infow speed of the river, which
plays a role in controlling marine pollution in a vast range,
but it can only control water pollution in a short period of
time and cannot be used as a long-term method [5].
Combining the above two algorithms, they have some de-
fciencies in the governance of marine pollution, and a more
efcient algorithm is needed to solve the problem of internal
combustion engine pollution.

PDE constrained optimization is an optimization con-
trol problem based on PDE constraint, which is usually
applied in many felds, such as engineering and science [6].
In recent years, the control method of PDE constrained
optimization has received extensive attention in the medical
feld, whose calculation process mainly has two stages. First,
it uses the physical models to reconstruct medical images,
whose reconstruction process can be expressed as a con-
strained optimization problem [7]. Secondly, the physical
formula of dose deposition is introduced by precomputing
the partial diferential equation of fascicle discretization, but
this simplifed dose calculation is prone to large errors. In
addition, it also requires high computational cost, which
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means that more efcient optimization algorithms are
needed to overcome these difculties under the constraints
of state variables [8]. Tere are many feasible methods,
among which the gradient descent method and Newton
method are the two most commonly used optimization
methods [9]. For the gradient descent method, its optimi-
zation thought is to use the negative gradient direction as the
search direction, so that the objective function to be opti-
mized is gradually decreased, which implies the solution
does not guarantee a global optimal solution [10]. However,
the Newton method is an optimization algorithm that ap-
proximates solving equations in the real and complex feld,
and each iteration of it requires solving the Hessianmatrix of
the objective function Inverse matrix, which makes the
calculation more complicated [11, 12].

As the difculty of solving PDE optimization problems
increases, researchers have developed a series of optimization
methods to deal with the problem. An efective method is to
add l0-norm or l1-norm as a penalty term in the objective
equation, but the objective equation based on l0-norm is not
easy to solve and the computational cost is too large, so this
paper chooses the l1-norm penalty term. In 2017, Barnard et al.
[14] proposed a PDE-constrained optimization algorithm
based on l1-norm for the PDE optimization problem of ra-
diotherapy. First, all inequality constraints were integrated as
integral forms into the objective function of the original
problem, then the smoothing techniques were used to burnish
the nonsmooth penalty items, and fnally the semi-smooth
Newton method was used to solve [14]. Inspired by this
method, this paper introduces the PDE’s l1-norm constraint
optimization algorithm into the marine pollution control.
Adjusting the dose limiting conditions by constraining the
target area and risk area point by point, the l1-norm penalty
term was used to reconstruct the optimization function of the
objective function. Compared with the control variable pa-
rameterization method (CVP) [15], this algorithm has a better
numerical efect, and it guarantees that the dosage of the
purifer is minimized under the condition of not exceeding the
desired level, efectively controlling marine pollution and
optimizing the living environment of marine life.

In summary, the main contributions of our work are as
follows:

(i) We propose a partial diferential equation optimi-
zation algorithm (PDE) based on l1 norm, which is
applied to the water pollution control of internal
combustion engines to achieve the combination of
physical control and mathematical drive.

(ii) In our method, dose constraint conditions based on
PDE are introduced and actual numerical experi-
ments are carried out on this basis.

(iii) Compared with the traditional method CVP, we
have greatly improved the convergence and the
proportion of dose area, and also used in the
practice waters to further verify the efectiveness of
this method.

We review the background theory in the second section
and gave the model of internal combustion engine pollution

control. In the third part, based on the physical model of l1

-norm, the optimization problem with afne operator as the
core is established. Ten, in the fourth part, the semismooth
Newton method is used for numerical solution. In the ffth
part, we use diferent parameter thresholds to compare
diferent methods, which proved the efectiveness of this
method in internal combustion engine pollution control.
Finally, the sixth part puts forward the conclusion and future
prospects.

2. Background Theories

First of all, assuming stable fow in the sea area, the average
fow velocity is 0.125 cm\s, the density of pollutants is more
than the water, and its difusion speed is afected by the wind;
the coefcient of wind drift is 0.03; reaction rate constant,
longitudinal dispersion coefcient, transverse dispersion
coefcient, and net surface tension coefcient of the puri-
fcation agent, respectively, are 0.02 km\h, 1.35 cm2\s,
0.45 cm2\s, and 0.03N\m [5]. Starting with the center to
release the purifer in the polluted area, the purifying agent
emission not only needs to consider the general fow state of
the ocean current, but alsomust ensure that the dosage of the
purifer reduces the secondary pollution of the water source
while eliminating pollution; thereupon, we can establish
purifcation agent reaction difusion equation as follows [5]:

yt � mΔy + kwcu,

y(x, 0) � 0,

y(0, t) � b,

y(∞, t) � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

Equation (1) can be abbreviated as ε(y, u), where y is the
dose of the existing scavenger, t is the time state variable, x is the
range of the risk or target area,mΔy is the difusion term of the
purifers,m(m> 0) is the difusion coefcient of themovement
of water molecules, generally in between 0.12∼0.34 cm2 s−1,
Δy � 

N
i�1 z2y/z2x2 represents the Laplace operator, kwcu is

the reaction term of the purifers, u represents the dose of
purifers added, kwc represents an embedded map from
L2(0, T; L2(wc)) to L2(0, t; L2(Ω)), and Ω ⊂ Rn is all waters.

Secondly, according to the constraints of the dose of the
purifers, the dose of the purifers should be higher than the
dose level U in the target area (contaminated water); con-
trarily, the dose of the purifers should be lower than the dose
level L in the risk area (unpolluted water), and which satisfy
equation (2) as a whole [14], so the optimization problem of
marine pollution is as follows:

min
u∈Vad,y∈Y

1
2
‖u‖

2
V +

α
2

‖y − z‖
2
L2(Q),

s.t ε(y, u) � 0,

CωTy≥U, a.e.inωT,

CωRy≤ L. a.e.inωR.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)
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Let Cw: L2(0, T; L1(w))⟶ L1(w) (where w � wR or
w � wT) denote integral operator, z ∈ L2(0, T; L2(Ω)) is the
expected value of the dose of the purifers.

3. Principle Method

3.1. Optimization Problem. In equation (3), due to the
dosage of the purifers Cwy is continuous; therefore, the

target area wT and the risk area wR cannot be separated,
which makes it difcult to solve the marine pollution model.
For this reason, in the case of Lagrange multipliers β1, β1 > 0,
the l1-norm is introduced as a penalty term into the fol-
lowing objective equation [16]:

min
u∈VAad,y∈Y

1
2
‖u‖

2
V +

α
2

‖y − z‖
2
L(Q) + β1

wT

CwT
y − U 

−


L1 wT( )
dx + β2

wR

CwTR
y − L 

+


L1 wR( )
dx,

s.t. ε(y, u) � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where let Cw: L2(0, T; L1(w))⟶ L1(w) represents the in-
tegral operator; |(CwT

y − U)− |L1(wT) denotes l1-norm in target
area wT ; |(CwR

y − L)+|L1(wR) denotes l1-norm in risk area wR.
In order to simplify the objective equation, this paper

considers introducing the operator S: u⟶ y in equation
(3), and it satisfes the reaction difusion equation yt �

mΔy + kwC
u of the purifcation agent, then

S � (zt − mΔ)− 1kwC
, where Δ � zxx and

kwC
u(t, x) � 

N
i�1 xwi(x)ui(t).

Theorem 1. Operator S is a afne.

Proof. By y � Su, where y ∈ Y, u ∈ L2(0, T; L2(wC)), and
for every u ∈ V, there is a unique solution y in partial dif-
ferential equation ε(y, u) � 0; let yt − mΔy − kwC

u � 0, then


T

0
ytdt � 

T

0
mΔy − kwcu( dt. (4)

Since kwC
u is a constant [4], and because

Δy � 
N
i�1 z2y/z2x2, so

y + C � mY + kwcuT. (5)

Tus, y � (mY − C) + kwcuT, where
Y � 

T

0 
N
i�1 z2y/z2x2

i dt.
According to the defnition of afne [16, 17], (mY − C)

represents the translation matrix of u⟶ y and kwC
uT

represents the transformation matrix of u⟶ y, so S is an
afne.

Substituting y � Su into equation (3) translates into the
following optimization problem:

min
u∈VAad

1
2
‖u‖

2
V +

α
2

‖Su − z‖
2
L(Q) + β1

wT

CwT
Su − U 

−


L1 wT( )
dx + β2

wR

CwTR
Su − L 

+


L1 wR( )
dx, (6)

where V is the feasible solution set of dose u; let
V ≔ L2(0, T; L2(wC)), for x ∈ wC, t ∈ [0, t], exists
Vad � u ∈ L2(0, T; L2(wC)); Umin ≤ u(t, x)≤Umax  ⊂ V,
and wC ⊂ Ω is the observation domain.

For every α> 0, β1, and β2 > 0, there is a unique mini-
mum value u in equation (6), and u ∈ Vad [14]. Literature
[14] further discussed the convergence of the solution for
β1 and β2⟶∞. Assuming Vad is bounded, there is
a subsequence un n∈N that converges to the solution of
equation (6).

3.2. Moreau-Yosida Regularization. Since the objective
equation based on l1-norm is composed of the absolute value

function [18], it is not diferentiable at the origin. In order to
solve the state variable u, Moreau-Yosida regularization is
needed to burnish the nonsmooth penalty [19]. Firstly,
assuming that u ∈ Vad is the minimum value of equation
(6), then there exists μ

−+
(x) ∈ L∞(wR) and μ

−−
(x) ∈ L∞(wT),

and the following formula holds:

u
−

� proxVad
(−p

−
)),

μ
−+

(x) � zg
+

CwR
su

−
 (x) for a.e x ∈ wR,

μ
−−

(x) � zg
−

CwT
su

−
 (x) for a.e x ∈ wT,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where

p
−

� S
∗
0 α(S u − z) + β1 CwT

S u − U 
−



L1 wT( )
dx+1 CwR

S u − L 
+



L1 wR( )
d x,

g
+

vR(  � vR − L( 
+


, g

−
vT(  � vT − U( 

−


.

(8)
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Ten, the regularization factor c is introduced to
equation (9), converting into the following regularization
form:

uc � proxVad
−pc ,

u
+
c (x) � zg

+
c CwR

Su 
c
(x) for a.e x ∈ wR,

u
−
c (x) � zg

−
c CwT

suc (x) for a.e x ∈ wT,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

where

zg
+
(v) � zg

+
(v)( c(v) ≔

1
c

v − proxzg+ (v)  and

proxzg+ (v) ≔ argmin
w∈R

1
2c

|w − v|
2

+ g
+
(w) � Id + czg

+
( 

− 1
(v),

(10)

are the project mapping of g+ [14].

4. Implementation Details

Since the objective function (9) is semismooth, its di-
rectional derivative always exists, so it can be solved nu-
merically using the semismooth Newton method. Te
specifc steps are as follows:

(1) Let h+
c ≔ zg+

c and h−
c ≔ zg−

c , diferentiate hc to get
the corresponding Newton derivative.

(2) Rewrite the objective equation (9) by eliminating μ+
c

and μ−
c , then

uc − proxVad
−S
∗
0 α Suc − z  + β1C

∗
wR

H
+
c CwR

Suc  + β2C
∗
wT

H
−
c CwT

Suc    � 0, (11)

where [Hc(y)](x) � hc(y(x)).
(3) Establish the reversibility of Newton’s step

DNT(uk)δu � −T(uk), then

Id + χVad −F u
k

   DNF u
k

 δu � − u
k

− projVad
−F u

k
   ,

(12)

where

F u
k

  � S
∗
0 α Suc − z  + β1C

∗
wR

H
+
c CwR

Suc  + β2C
∗
wT

H
−
c CwT

Suc  ,

DNF u
k

  � S
∗
0 α +

β1
c

C
∗
wR
χ+

CwR
S0u

k
 CwR

+
β2
c

C
∗
wT
χ−

CwT
S0u

k
 CwT

 S0.

(13)

(4) Choose u0 ∈ Rn; for given uk, there is F(uk)≠ 0,
Vk ∈ DNF(uk), then exists

Vkh
k

� F u
k

 , (14)

if there exists a solution, then it must satisfy
|hk|≤ b|F(uk)|.

(5) After further iteration, if the following formula is
satisfed

F u
k

+ h
k

 


< cF u
k

 , (15)

then the fnal state variable u can be determined.

Te algorithm G is given as follows:

(1) Initialize u0, β, c, σ, β, c ∈ (0, 1) and σ ∈ (0, σ
−
), give

the maximum number of iterations
(2) Let k� 0, 1, 2, ...., n, through equation (14) to

calculate hk

(3) If hk satisfes equation (15), output uk, otherwise
proceed to the next step

(4) Let dk � hk, αk � 1, compute uk+1 � uk + αkdk, go to
step (2) until equation (15) is satisfed

In this paper, the convergence of algorithm G is derived
from the local Lipschitz continuity and B-diferentiable
properties [20], θ(u) � |F(u)|2 defne the function θ, and
the specifc convergence proof can be found in the literature
[21, 22].
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5. Numerical Example

In order to clarify the efectiveness of the algorithm in this
paper, a numerical experiment on the dosage adjustment of
the purifers is performed for the l1-norm PDE constrained
optimization problem, and the experimental results are
compared with the CVPmethod. Given the observation feld
Ω � [−20, 20], time T � 20, and water molecule difusion
coefcient m � 0.2, we choose objective, risk, and control
area as wT: [−9.5, 9.5]\[−4, 4], wR: [−14, 11]\[11, 14]

∪ [−4, 4], and wC: [−20, 20], respectively. Assuming that
U= 10, L= 4, Umin � 0, Umax � 20, and α � 0, they represent
the Lebesgue measures of the target area and the risk area,
respectively. In this paper, the observation area is discretized
into 256 spatial nodes and 256 temporal nodes, for equation
(2), the initialization c is c0 and c0 � 1; for equation (3), the
initialization c is c0 and c0 � max (β1, β2), the maximum
number of semi-smooth Newton iterations is 400. And in
both cases, as long as the semi-smooth Newton method
converges, c and c0 will have corresponding changes. Te

Table 1: Results for dose-constrained equation (2): number of SSN steps, volume fraction for risk, and target regions for diferent values of c.

c/c0 1.25×10−1 3.45×10−3 3.12×10−2 3.91× 10−3 1.95×10−3 7.81× 10−4

#SSN 1 1 3 15 57 ∗

% wR above L 0 0 13.64 13.64 14.79 ∗

% wT below U 100 100 100 100 100 ∗

∗Failure to converge.

Table 2: Results for dose-constrained equation (3): number of SSN steps, volume fraction for risk, and target regions for diferent values of c.

c/c0 2.50×10−1 2.48×10−3 6.25×10−4 7.81× 10−6 3.91× 10−8 3.38×10−9

#SSN 1 1 3 3 4 ∗

% wR above L 0 0 45.45 45.45 27.12 ∗

% wT below U 100 100 93.10 72.96 100 ∗

#SSN 1 1 3 5 7 27
% wR above L 0 0 11.63 13.95 13.95 33.80
% wT below U 100 100 100 88.79 16.38 16.38
#SSN 1 1 2 3 5 9
% wR above L 0 0 11.63 11.63 13.95 9.30
% wT below U 100 100 100 100 88.79 12.07
#SSN 1 1 3 11 11 ∗

% wR above L 0 0 11.63 10.46 10.46 ∗

% wT below U 100 100 100 10.34 10.34 ∗

∗Failure to converge.
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Figure 1: Dose information for dose-constrained equation (2). (a) Final dose CwR
y, risk level L, and target level R. (b) Dose volume

histogram for risk wR and target region wT.
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Figure 2: Dose information for dose-constrained equation (3) with β1 � 1.25 × 104 and β2 � 1.25 × 106. (a) Final doseCwR
y, risk level L, and

target level R. (b) Dose volume histogram for risk wR and target region wT.
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Figure 3: Dose information for dose-constrained equation (3) with β1 � 2 × 104 and β2 � 2 × 106. (a) Final dose CwR
y, risk level L, and

target level R. (b) Dose volume histogram for risk wR and target region wT.
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Figure 4: Dose information for dose-constrained equation (3) with β1 � 1.25 × 104 and β2 � 2 × 106. (a) Final dose CwR
y, risk level L, and

target level R. (b) Dose volume histogram for risk wR and target region wT.
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results of solving equation (2) and equation (9) are given in
Figures 1–5, respectively. Te dose-volume histogram shows
the percentage of the area occupied by wR and wT, where the
dose CwR

in the risk area is at least 4 and the dose CwT
in the

target area is at least 10.
For the solution of the CVP method as shown in Fig-

ure 1, for the fnal value c ≈ 3.62 × 10− 3, it is found that the
numerical solution using this method obviously cannot meet
the constraints of the dosage of the purifers. For all c, in the
target area, the minimum value of the purifers is samller
than U, at the same time, the percentage of the dose above L
in the risk area is 16%.

Te solution to the PDE’s l1-norm constrained opti-
mization algorithm is shown in Figure 2, let β1 � 1.25 × 104,
β2 � 1.25 × 106, and the fnal value c/c0 � 2.28 × 10− 6, we
can fnd that the efect of the target area is slightly improved,
there is 40% wT with a dose less than U, and the volume
fraction of CwR

y> L becomes signifcantly smaller.
Increase β1 to 2 × 104, while keeping β2 at the value of

1.25 × 106, the fnal value c/c0 � 1.78 × 10− 6, as shown in
Figure 3. It can be found that the target dose coverage has
further improved, with a value of 80%; however, the area
ratio of risk areas has increased signifcantly.

Instead, increase β2 to 2 × 106, while keeping β1 at 1.25 ×

104, the fnal value is c/c0 � 2.84 × 10− 9, as shown in Fig-
ure 4, the coverage of the area greater than L in the risk area
wR has improved to about 5%, but the area ratio of the target
area wT has reduced to 40%.

Finally, increase β1 to 2 × 104, β2 to 2 × 106, and the fnal
value is still c/c0 � 2.84 × 10− 9, as shown in Figure 5, the
area ratio of each area has reached a good efect. Terefore,
by adjusting the values of β1 and β2, the dosage of purifying
agent in diferent areas can be balanced better, and it also
shows that the PDE constrained optimization algorithm
based on l1-norm can efectively control marine pollution.

In order to better illustrate the advantages of PDE’s l1

-norm constraint optimization algorithm, the following
table represents the value of c/c0, the number of Newton

steps required for the c, the percentage of the target area wT

below U, the risk area wR above L, and the percentage of
the dose.

Te results of the CVPmethod are given in Table 1. It can
be seen that no matter how c/c0 changes, the percentage of
the dose in the target area wT that is lower than U does not
change, which shows that the minimum value of the pu-
rifers dose has not reached U, the dose limit condition
cannot be met, and it also shows that it is difcult to fnd
a feasible solution between the target area wT and the risk
area wR. In contrast, Table 2 shows that the optimization
algorithm proposed in this paper not only requires fewer
iteration steps, but also the percentage of doses higher than L
in the risk area wR is almost unchanged when both β1 and β2
increase to the maximum. Te percentage of the dose below
U in the target area wT is also almost unchanged, which
proves that the method has good convergence.

6. Conclusion

Despite the rapid development of technologies for con-
trolling internal combustion engine pollution, it is still
a major problem in this feld to fnd the optimal amount of
purifers [23–27]. Aiming at the above problems, this paper
proposes a l1-norm PDE constrained optimization algo-
rithm. Tis algorithm introduces l1-norm penalty term in
the optimal control of purifers dosage. Using the properties
of convex analysis to prove the existence and uniqueness of
the optimal solution in the objective equation, at the same
time, according to the defnition of the adjacent operator,
a regularized representation of the target equation is con-
structed, and fnally, the semismooth Newton method is
used to obtain the numerical solution. Te results of the
numerical experiments show that the algorithm in this paper
reduces pollution while reducing the difusion of purifca-
tion agents and efectively controls internal combustion
engine pollution. Tis proves that the PDE constrained
optimization algorithm based on l1-norm is an efective
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Figure 5: Dose information for dose-constrained equation (3) with β1 � 2 × 104, β2 � 2 × 106. (a) Final doseCwR
y, risk level L, target level R.

(b) Dose volume histogram for risk wR and target region wT.
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method for controlling the dosage of purifcation agents. In
the future, the algorithm can be further refned to adapt to
other optimization problems.
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